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convenience definition meaning merriam webster May 12 2024 the meaning of convenience is fitness or suitability for
performing an action or fulfilling a requirement how to use convenience in a sentence
convenience english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 11 2024 the fact of something being easy to do get to etc or
something that is useful and helpful convenience and comfort are both major factors in consumer choice the
convenience of online shopping for the convenience of sb for sb s convenience we offer large parking lots for
customers convenience
convenience definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 10 2024 the state of being convenient i like the
convenience of living close to work just for convenience i m going to live at my mother s place until my new
apartment is ready to the great conveniency of the public the company reduced the price of goods in the english
market at your convenience
convenience definition meaning dictionary com Feb 09 2024 noun the quality of being convenient suitability synonyms
availability handiness utility anything that saves or simplifies work adds to one s ease or comfort etc as an
appliance utensil or the like a convenient situation or time at your convenience advantage or accommodation a shelter
for the convenience of travelers
convenience noun definition pictures pronunciation and Jan 08 2024 uncountable the quality of being useful easy or
suitable for somebody we have provided seats for the convenience of our customers for the sake of convenience the two
groups have been treated as one in this report the position of the house combines quietness and convenience
convenience definition and meaning collins english dictionary Dec 07 2023 convenience in american english kənˈvinjəns
noun 1 the quality of being convenient suitability 2 anything that saves or simplifies work adds to one s ease or
comfort etc as an appliance utensil or the like 3 a convenient situation or time
convenience meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 06 2023 convenience definition 1 the fact of being easy to use
and suitable for what you want to do 2 something that makes learn more
convenience noun definition pictures pronunciation and Oct 05 2023 convenience uncountable the quality of being
useful easy or suitable for someone we have provided seats for the convenience of our customers for the sake of
convenience the two groups have been treated as one in this report the location of the house combines quietness and
convenience
convenience definition in american english collins english Sep 04 2023 convenience in american english kənˈvinjəns
noun 1 the quality of being convenient suitability 2 anything that saves or simplifies work adds to one s ease or
comfort etc as an appliance utensil or the like 3 a convenient situation or time
convenience definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Aug 03 2023 the noun convenience is a quality of ease or
accessibility just think of a convenience store which is arranged to be easy to get in and out of and sells things
you might need to grab on your way home
convenience all you need to know about it collins english Jul 02 2023 1 if something is done for your convenience it
is done in a way that is useful or suitable for you 2 if you describe something as a convenience you mean that it is
very useful 3 conveniences are pieces of equipment designed to make your life easier more synonyms of convenience
benefit good interest
convenient definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jun 01 2023 if something is convenient it adds to your comfort
causes little trouble or is easy to use do or reach if you live close to your job that s convenient it s very easy to
get there and get home
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convenience definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 30 2023 convenience meaning 1 a quality or situation that
makes something easy or useful for someone by reducing the amount of work or time required to do something 2 a time
that is appropriate for doing something or that is suitable for someone
convenience vs convience differences and uses for each one Mar 30 2023 convenience and convience are not
interchangeable terms convenience refers to something that is easy or comfortable to use convience is not a word in
the english language paying attention to spelling and grammar is important for clear and credible communication
convenient definition meaning merriam webster Feb 26 2023 1 a suited to personal comfort or to easy performance
meeting at a convenient time b suited to a particular situation a convenient excuse c affording accommodation or
advantage found it convenient to deal with both problems at the same time 2 being near at hand close a location
convenient to the train station 3
convenient definition meaning dictionary com Jan 28 2023 suitable or agreeable to the needs or purpose well suited
with respect to facility or ease in use favorable easy or comfortable for use synonyms advantageous helpful useful
serviceable at hand easily accessible their house is convenient to all transportation synonyms handy
privacy vs convenience striking the right balance medium Dec 27 2022 the future promises both enhanced convenience
and heightened privacy concerns making it essential for individuals and organizations to stay informed and adapt to
the changing landscape
updates to the home experience elevate entertainment and bring Nov 25 2022 cupertino california apple today announced
software updates across its home products that supercharge entertainment and deliver greater everyday convenience
with tvos 18 intelligent new features like insight and updates to enhance dialogue and subtitles level up cinematic
experiences while new apple fitness apple music and facetime capabilities get even better on users
conscience and convenience the asylum and its alternatives Oct 25 2022 in this updated edition rothman chronicles and
examines incarceration of the criminal the deviant and the dependent in u s society with a focus on how and why these
methods have persisted and expanded for over a century and a half despite longstanding evidence of their failures and
abuses
convenience in japanese cambridge dictionary Sep 23 2022 noun uk kənˈviː ni əns us kənˈvin jəns no plural the quality
of being easy to use and suitable for what you want to do 便利さ the convenience of credit cards opposite inconvenience
something that makes life easier 便利なもの fortunately the house has every modern convenience
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